Re: Transferring the Soul

HP Hooded Cobra 666
January 28, 2013

[Magus] wrote:
Greetings

I have a very serious question to all my brothers/sisters. How do you transfer the soul of a dead person into a new body. Let’s say I have scouted around chosen the new body. It is for someone who I love dearly who has lost someone close to her. Please help me. Thanks in advance.

This is all not only extremely advanced, but possible. You're asking to raise the dead here. This would require so much power that I think you are not aware of how much power and how much governing this would require, as to take someone's soul and put it back into a body. Before anyone comes by here selling a stupid/fancy solution, I tell you this is not possible unless you are a God. You could only project a person's essence into another person’s and the ghost/deceased person could talk or experience things through a physical body, but this is just having someone as a medium.

Also, you say "I scouted around the chosen new body." A body cannot come without a Soul. If one is a born person and they are living, they have a Soul. Even if it was possible to put someone's Soul into someone else's body, that would be not only cruel but severely...strange. A Soul can only grow in a body meant for them. Now before this topic rushes into the depths of chain less imagination, Magus, this is not possible...If you're very worried about the person, call in Anubis and He will manage where and how they will be reincarnated. I hope you understand.

HAIL SATAN!!!!!!!!!